If you are looking for a spot to unwind and disconnect,

Cuba is the right place for you

Cuba is an island with a privileged location on the Caribbean region. Home to
kindhearted people, well-rooted traditions and blessed with weather conditions where
the sea is, above all, synonymous of life and adventure. In the cities, it’s a horse of
another color: light, scents, human warmth and architecture are a realm of intertwined
emotions and the only practical piece of advice is to simply get carried away. On this
island, Iberostar Hotels & Resorts, has 18 excellent resorts to choose from. Each and
every one of them is located in the most spectacular and magical places, boasts
exquisite gastronomic offers and an endless vocation toward service, let alone a long
list of entertainment and leisure activities.

HAVANA

Starting Point… Havana
There are places we should all visit at least once in a
lifetime: the best beaches, tourist towns full of
culture, or corners laden with history that invite you
to rekindle their past.
Cuba is one of those places where you would want to
stay forever. From Havana to Holguin, passing
through Varadero, the Cayos or Trinidad, Iberostar
allows you to enjoy each and every area because we
know how much you will enjoy experiencing them.
It doesn't matter your age or how fit you are; move,
play, explore, create, enjoy and discover it all, and
indulge your five senses.

HAVANA

HAVANA

A luxurious classic hotel, surrounded by
the beauty and enchantment of Havana.
Enjoy live music over cocktails or hold unique
business events in an unforgettable location.
Free yourself from the pressures by lounging in
the water of an infinity pool with spectacular
views of the Malecon and the historic fortress El
Morro.

VIDEO

Take a closer look at the heart of Old Havana and
discover the Capitol, the Paseo del Prado, the
Grand Theater...
Everything is within reach...just unwind and
leave all your worries behind.
In any of its two interconnected buildings, you
will find restaurants where you can taste
amazing gourmet cuisine.

VIDEO

VARADERO

Discover Varadero the Iberostar way
If you are planning a vacation in Cuba, we invite you
to visit our hotels in Varadero, 4 and 5-star beach resorts,
with all the conveniences, located in one of the most
beautiful corners of the Caribbean. Get ready to give
yourself a unique experience in a destination that has
everything and where you will want to return for years
to come.
Varadero is Cuba's top travel destination, which allows
you to combine a trip to Havana, so that your vacation
has that mix of culture and leisure that you deserve.
What are you waiting for?

VARADERO

VARADERO

A family resort to enjoy with those you love
the most.
Time to hear what adventures your children will
tell you after each day at Star Camp, and also
have fun interacting with our new character,
Doctor Superhero. Waterpark, mini-club and
children's activities are just part of the fun!

VIDEO

Whether you are travelling alone, as a couple, or
with friends and relatives, any of these options
are the perfect way to experience the wonderful
colors of Varadero.
Star Prestige areas within the hotel: Unique
details, great experience.

VIDEO

An endless range of options to choose from
when it comes to resting and having fun, or even
planning your special day.
You will remember your wedding day forever!
We will enhance your "happily ever after."
Exclusive Relax Zone for Adults Only.

VIDEO

VARADERO

You're one step away from combining relaxation
and fun as you choose.
You'll return home stress free from this tranquil
and relaxing adults-only hotel.

VIDEO

If the beach is your thing, we have two
important things to give you: a warm welcome
and fun times.
A Caribbean-style resort surrounded by tropical
gardens.

VIDEO

Surround yourself with the people you care for
the most during your vacation. This resort offers
amazing family friendly facilities.
Because the true richness of the Caribbean is
here, right where your smile begins.

VIDEO

CAYOS, CENTRAL
& EASTERN CUBA

CAYO SANTA MARÍA
CAYO GUILLERMO
CAYO CRUZ
TRINIDAD

PLAYA PESQUERO

Immerse yourself into the unique cultural heritage
or relax on one of its breathtaking beaches
This area of Cuba offers the perfect combination of history and culture, with
ideal beaches to travel to as a family, as a couple or with friends.
Go on an excursion to the Zapata Peninsula, where one of the main Cuban
ecosystems is located, or experience an adrenaline rush with exciting water
sports, such as kayaking, pedal boats or sailing. The Cuban keys are an ideal
area to enjoy these types of water activities.
In Jardines del Rey you can find the most beautiful islets in the archipelago.
Iberostar even brings you wonderful hotels in Cayo Santa María, Cayo
Guillermo and the most recently opened in Cayo Cruz.
Finally, discover the province of Holguín, one of the best kept secrets
of Cuba. Discover the Eastern part of Cuba on Caletones Beach, Pesqueros
Beach or Guardalavaca. Enjoy an unforgettable Iberostar vacation in this area.
Are you ready for this truly magical experience?

CAYOS, CENTRAL & EASTERN CUBA

Retreat to paradise because you deserve
to be pampered.
Find the treasures you have been searching for
in Cayo Santa María.
Enjoy an Adults-Only elevated luxury experience
at the Coral Level villas.
VIDEO

A secluded Cayo, just for one hotel.
A three-kilometer strip of beach that will leave
you amazed with its beauty.
Get away from stress and practice yoga at dawn.
Sensations SPA complex includes wet areas and
massages.
VIDEO

Have you ever heard of Playa Pilar?
Your bare feet feeling the powder white sand
will surpass any experience like it that you have
had before.
An assortment of relaxation, fun, sports,
entertainment and children's activities await
you...
VIDEO

CAYOS, CENTRAL & EASTERN CUBA

If you are an ocean lover, this is your place...
On the beachfront right across from the coral
reef.
At night, the smooth rhythms of the Caribbean
and the cocktails (how about a daiquiri?) will
inspire you like nowhere else.

VIDEO

ESMER A L DA
In Cayo Cruz you will find an infinite
vision of beauty.
Your body and your mind with thank you:
disconnect from work and stress, and reconnect
with yourself.
Experience elevated adults-only luxury with
butler service available to our guests.

COMING
SOON

E S M E RALDA

A paradise awaits for you to discover, and
reconnect with your mind, body and soul.
Get lost in tranquility and experience natural
beauty and complete comfort meeting in perfect
harmony...

CAYOS, CENTRAL & EASTERN CUBA

A superior Adults-Only experience.
We take care of the details, to exceed your
expectations, just choose Coral Level
at Iberostar Selection Holguín and discover
a gateway to paradise.

VIDEO

Feel the beat of the Cuban spirit: ocean, rhythm
and sun.
We suggest a walk on the white sand beach, then
choose your favorite dish, do some fun activities
and then watch a show at night.
Sounds good, right? Well, it’s even better in
person...
VIDEO

Do you seek the soul of the places
you visit?
Iberostar Heritage Grand Trinidad offers
unbeatable cultural heritage in the heart of one
of Cuba’s most extraordinary cities.
This emblematic building, restored and
refurbished by Iberostar, is the only 5-star hotel
with a 5-fork rated restaurant in Trinidad.
VIDEO

